
Take an accurate look at what we INCORRECTLY call ‘an ELECTRON’: 

 

A helium atom does NOT have “two electrons”.  It has two-electron’s-worth of a quantized electron field. 
 

 
The universe is purely mental — we only understand it through mathematics: 

 

There are no electrons: there are just measurements that we label ‘electron’. 
For example:  here is a hydrogen atom:  a proton … plus its one ‘electron’: 

 

  
The one electron is in the excited state n = 2, l =1. 
After a short time, it will drop to the ground state: 

A Lyman-α photon was emitted: the electron is now in 
the ground state where it has no angular momentum. 

 
The tiny red dot in the first panel is the proton.  (The only reason the red dot is so small is because of the large mass of the proton, 
compared to that of the electron.)  Again:  there are no actual ‘particles’ in the universe, just measurements that we do find it 
convenient (and relaxing) to treat as if they are actual material ‘things’.  Nope:  there are no ‘real actual material things’.  None ! 
 

What I have plotted, above, and below-right, is the squared wavefunction, or probabililty distribution.  What is most striking, of course 
is that in the three panels what is shown is … ONE electron!  That should be enough to let you know that there ARE NO electrons, 
just probability distributions for measurements of what we choose to call ‘electron position’.  All these plots are exact —  
calculated from quantum mechanics, which is at the heart of all physics:  so, this is not going to go away, folks!  
 

The hydrogen atom is the simplest atom.  In teaching physics, we often find it useful to employ incorrect symbolic diagrams. 
 

 

 

 
 

A hydrogen atom, its one electron excited to the level n = 14, 
angular momentum = 7 units.  (That’s ONE ELECTRON, folks!) 

 
 

The above is (but of course:  only symbolically!) a GOLD atom.  The nucleus (protons, & neutrons) is shown much larger than it is.  
No attempt is made at all, to show the probability distributions for those 79 electrons!  (Although they are all well known, of course.)  

What IS shown accurately, is the number of electrons in each shell:  n = 1 (2 electrons), 2 (8 electrons), 3 (18 electrons), 
4 (32 electrons), 5 (18 electrons),  6 (1 electron), and this leads us, of course, onward to chemistry, a practical subject. 


